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Density of active fires detected from MODIS (Terra)
within hotspot and wilderness areas:

November 2001 – October 2004
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Burning Issues
• Fire is an established ecosystem process

• Fire - an effective land management tool 

• The widespread use of fire has associated risks

• Uncontrolled fires can damage natural resources, 
diminish the range and diversity of species and erode 
forests

• Information on fire incidence can be used for strategic 
fire management, ecological studies and to inform policy



MODIS Rapid Response Fire Detections for 2004



Get data to users rapidly, with small 
file size and in easy to use formats



2. Introduction to FIRMS-

FIRMS integrates remote sensing and GIS technologies to 
deliver MODIS fire data to natural resource managers 
around the world with a specific focus on protected 
areas

FIRMS is building on and enhancing Web Fire Mapper

The goal …to transition FIRMS to operational partners with 
a global monitoring mandate

• UN FAO in the Dept of Sustainable Development and 
Natural Resources

• Conservation International in Washington DC
• UNEP (Ashbindu Singh)



Overview of FIRMS Products

All of which are delivered in near real time (approx 2 hours after satellite 
overpass), with relatively small file sizes and in easily accessible 
formats

FIRMS delivers MODIS active fire locations in 4 ways:
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Cell phone Text messages
Email Alerts
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Protected Area
Management

Interactive Web 
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Establish fire record 
to help formulate 

fire policy

Early Warning Disaster 
Management
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Strategic Fire 
Management: 
to control or 
suppress fires

Modeling fire emissions

Validating fire risk maps

Identify poaching activity

Overview of FIRMS data processing

MODIS subset color 
composite images

Downloadable 
shape files and text files

EOS Data 
Operations System



Overview of FIRMS Products: 
Web GIS





Overview of FIRMS Products: 
Web GIS

New Web Fire Mapper prototype



Great to be able to check the 
Internet for fires – but even 
more convenient to get a 
message in your inbox

3 ways to specify your area: 
• Using an Interactive Map
• Select Protected Area, with 

buffer option
• Select by country

Options:
• JPEG image or a link to the 

image
• CSV file containing fire 

locations (easily imported in to 
local GIS)

• Background imagery

Overview of FIRMS Products:
Email Alerts



Sample email alert for Virunga National Park, Democratic Republic of Congo



Sample Spanish 
email alert for 
Brazil



Current subscribers to the Email Alerts program



Active fire data is also 
available as text files via 
the ftp site

Overview of FIRMS Products:
Shape files, Google KML files and WMS services





Overview of FIRMS Products:
MODIS Subset Images



MODIS Subsets are used to improve ranger 
estimates of burned areas

Source: Dave Woods, Kruger National Park



Source: Dave Woods, Kruger National Park

Improved burned area map



This map shows the number of unique users, by country that regularly access 
the MODIS fire data through FIRMS (updated March 2007)

FIRMS sends out more than 700 emails a day to users in 62 countries
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Fires and smoke on Sumatra, Indonesia
(Source: MODIS Rapid Response 2005/176 - 06/25 at 03 :55 

UTC Satellite: Terra)

In Riau, Sumatra: WWF use 
MODIS active fire data 
engage big companies who 
are burning illegally. 

Part of their ‘Eyes on the 
Forest program’

“Everything is covered in smog. 
The media are calling us to get 
the latest information on where 
the fires are burning. We want to 
relate the hot spots to our map 
with the concessions of the big 
forest conversion corporations 
so we can engage them.
Your web site has been proven 
to be the most useful resource 
on the web to do this.”

Arif Budiman, GIS Manager, Feb 04



Photo Credit:  Guyra Paraguay and Oscar Rodas, Conservation International

San Rafael - South Eastern Paraguay 



Baviaanskloof Conservation 
Area - mountainous and the 
terrain ‘rather inaccessible’

“budget constraints and lack of 
technical capacity satellite 
applications have remained out 
of reach. But with the Web Fire 
Mapper that has changed”
Andrew Skowno, Ecologist and 
Conservation Planner, Baviaanskloof
Mega-Reserve Project



Cell phone text messages

Cell phone SMS – sent to Eskom National  Control 
Center and to appropriate field staff

For people in the field…



ESKOM produces 95% of South Africa’s electricity

ESKOM transmission network in South Africa





A flashover - triggered by hot air plasma from intense fires that 
causes an electrical short circuit between the live conductor and 

the earth

Photo courtesy of R.Evert, Eskom



Next Steps

1. Enhance the FIRMS for protected areas
- summary statistics (fire and burned area)
- links to access moderate and high resolution imagery



Next Steps

2. Enhance Web Fire Mapper
- incorporate the MODIS Fire Affected Area product
- open source software 
- improved data handling techniques

3. Transition FIRMS to an operational domain at FAO  and CI. 
Assist UNEP to integrate FIRMS in their current fire decision 
support system.
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